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    		X-PRO KP MINI 150cc Street Motorcycle with 5-Speed Manual Transmission, Electric Start! 12" Wheels! Assembled In Crate!
[Lifan KP MINI 150]	$1,799.95 $1,549.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Paul M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/31/2023
	Transaction went flawless!  Bike received in perfect condition. Not even a scratch and easy to assemble front wheel and handlebar.  DMV experience went without a glitch! All paperwork was in order!  I would buy from Powersports Max again and again with this level of business transaction that was painless. The KP is well built and the motor shifts like slick butter!  Hope to put allot of miles on this bike.

Thank you!                                        


                     16 people found this helpful
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	melinda K B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/15/2023
	Worth every dollar spent â€œAwesome Bike for the $â€�

Best described as a â€œGrom Cloneâ€� but A LOT CHEAPER and in my humble opinion BETTER then a Grom! Itâ€™s a well made bike by a reputable company Lifan X-Proâ€¦

I would recommend this bike to anyone looking for something FUN and RELIABLE, and not so expensive!                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	Megan H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/20/2023
	Great bike, delivery was quicker than estimated & efficient customer service. So far, very pleased!                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	aleksandr S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/19/2023
	I recieved the bike about 14 business days after purchase. needed something to drive to work and back itâ€™s about a 20 minute drive and no highways so theoretically it would be perfect for that. iâ€™ll divide into things i like and some minor problems.



things i liked:

this really looks and feels like a quality bike. itâ€™s bigger than i expected which is perfect i was expecting it to be smaller but itâ€™s the perfect size im about 5-8 and 120 pounds. iâ€™ve driven it 150 miles so far with 0 mechanical problems. the bike looks and feels great and i can only describe the parts and pieces of the bike as great quality and good bang for your buck.



things i didnâ€™t like:

didnâ€™t come with instructions for the handlebars so it took roughly 3 to 4 hours to assemble after some trial and error. the bike came with the wrong battery but i bought one from psm same day delivery and the seller contacted me and sent out a new battery, i will use this one when my current one dies. another problem i had was the certificate of origin and bill of sale, it came 3 business days after i recieved the bike and when i went to the dmv to get a license plate and title there was an error in the information however they were able to resolve it within 24 hours. i went back to the dmv the very next day and was able to get a title and licence plate no problem except for the extra gas and time.



overall i am extremely happy and satisfied with my purchase. if i have any problems with the bike in the future i will update my review



thanks for reading and donâ€™t hesitate! get yourself this awesome bike!                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	Jonathan S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/14/2023
	Fast shipping. Comes with all paperwork to register/title tag in you're state. Had a stripped bolt on the handle bars from factory assembly and they got me the parts quickly to fix.                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	Neftali G J

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/06/2023
	Very satisfied with the Lifan KP Mini , product was received in pretty good shape very minor scratches .                                        


                     23 people found this helpful
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	Shane O

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	05/04/2023
	Fast shipping order on a Thursday received it on the next Friday no damage everything was there..takes longer to undo the metal cage over it then to assemble the bike literally turned over twice an cranked..I let it idle for about 5  mins before I took off..I've rode alot of Chinese bikes an had alot of high-end pit bike from China but this transmission an clutch is super smooth..all the gears are smooth..I really did think it would have a little more low end power..maybe mine not broke in yet 61 miles so far it just doesn't wanna wheelie in 2nd like I thought it would at the moment. But top end 74 with me I weight 197..me an my wife got on it took off up the highway..68 that's pretty good with 2 people on it..1 more thing if u wanna put a pipe on it buy the 1from Amazon that comes with the mid pipe that a step down to 11/2 to 51mm for $55 just cut the factory pipe off right before the muffler mounts right up super easy..there's on 1aftermarket full length exhaust out there for this bike an its sold out everywhere.. Over all so far great little bike fast an fun well worth the money..enjoy                                        


                     21 people found this helpful
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	Marshalee Y

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/18/2023
	Nice commuter bike or just fun riding.

Instructions were not the best but the YouTube video was a help along with my handy husband. I have no problems with my bike. Although I think somethings might be off, like the gas needle, say itâ€™s empty but itâ€™s not. And I think speedometer might be off. But overall Iâ€™m satisfied. And as a female rider I love that the bike isnâ€™t so big. Great beginner bike. Or great for seasoned riders.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	rtrtr R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/19/2022
	This is my first motorcycle and could not be happier. I bought it to go to work due to bidenâ€™s gas price increase and am currently getting about 120mpg! Quality is amazing. Customer support is great. Runs amazing. The only problem i have had is that at red lights i have to tell people what it is because they love it!                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	Christine J

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/30/2022
	I have only 30 miles on it so far and still on the first tank of gas but this is great so far. This is my first bike and itâ€™s really easy to ride. Like everyone else has said the speed is a little off, on mine itâ€™s 6mph faster. I got the bike 1 week earlier than i thought so thatâ€™s a plus!! neutral is very easy to find(iâ€™m told its not on other bikes) itâ€™s quick and fits two people surprisingly well. I very much recommend buying this bike!!                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	Lifan KP MINI 150
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Worth every dollar spent â€œAwesome Bike for the $â€�
Best described as a â€œGrom Cloneâ€� but A LOT CHEAPER and in my humble opinion BETTER then a G ..
Read all Reviews
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